(Corrigendum)

Assistant Security Officer (Core Subject)

Advt No. I/28/1/Rectt/2023-24

(Syllabus is only Indicative. The questions can assess any aspect of knowledge, aptitude, attitude and practical skills, which is expected from a trained person to work efficiently at the advertised post)

- Role & Aim of Security Department
- Organisation of Security Setup
- Hospital Security Administration duties
- Disaster Management, both Natural and Manmade Disasters
- Role of intelligence in security
- Morale and Motivation of team Members
- Qualities of a good Security Professional
- Environmental Conservation
- Coordination with other Civil Agencies for Security
- Theft/Pilferage- Preventive steps
- Security Arrangements for VIP visits
- Duties & Responsibilities of Assistant Security officer
- Surface fire fighting arrangement
- Unitilization of Modern Gadgets in over all security Management
- Security Reports & Returns
- Importance of Physical Fitness in Uniformed Forces
- Lodging of FIR with Local Police in given situation